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* Watch video all the time * while car is driven or stop. The best and one of kind Park brake hack override

for your New Eclipse DVD player in dash unit. ********(this method work for the model listed on title or any

of the following series AVN,AVX)******** Do you Want to watch the video! while your vehicle in motion or

use the non available features of blue tooth or I Pod video watch, All the time NO MORE

INCONVENIENCE OF PULLING OVER WHILE DRIVING TO CHANGE DESTINATION while in motion

or car driven or parked. .....Then we got the solution for you. This Hack Bypass lockout override system

techniques will let you. Allow to watch video internally DVD player or from external source or from IPod

Play DVD while vehicle moving without distracting caution screen. you can also modify or change

Address search or menu change setting or blue tooth search or any modification irrespective of parked or
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in motion. Also allow u any restricted feature that was not accessible while in motion. so it mean if you

had installed in ur RV home / or moving home or boat or in car / suv or truck and want to take full benefit

of the DVD video while vehicle in move or Driven or parked without any effort to find the parking spot you

can do that With detail instruction, color pictures and easy to understand diagram in a understandable

language. Anyone with little knowledge can do this less than 15 minute. Backed by our 100 money back

guaranteed. we do offer our Professional help just in case you need to understand more via e-mail or

Telephone. Buy this confidently as we have been an eBay member for over 10 Years. and had over 2000

satisfied customers Please contact us with any questions or concerns.* Check my Feedback at my eBay

store ( x-pert-s ) I am power seller and have sold hundreds of similar item. Buy with Confidence!!!! install

with caution...very important... it should not installed in such a way that driver may distract or watch, not

within driver view as it is illegal and dangerous Terms and condition and FAQ Refund Policy: My System

is backed by 100 money back. Communication: You can contact us via:

e-mail:-mobasharss@yahoo.com, this is my favourite i get it on my smart phone instantly and can reply

ASAP. Skype msg: I will receive msg via Skype instantly or u can call me via Skype Phone. Telephone:

Our contact no is +1-647-892-3601 for further technical help, but I prefer via e-mail. Manufacturer

warranty: it will not void it by using my professional techniques Caution Note: Be careful to... Purchase,

install and use at your own, your equipment, vehicle and other electronic devices Functionality and

working at your own risk. If you installed and connect it wrong and does not follow the instructions or

guide lines then all the liability on you. We cannot control wrong non professional A made to your vehicle

that might disturb or damage electronic devices. so If not confident let professional car audio installer

perform this install for you. Disclaimer and Legal Caution: 1. By bidding/Buying on this listing you the

bidder agree that it is dangerous, illegal, and strictly Prohibited by all states and countries to have video

products or monitors installed in such a way that the driver may view them while driving on the road and

get distraction. 2.we will not take any responsibility if you modify the equipment for that purpose. 3. again

and again said that our product is not being sold so that you can view Video while driving your vehicle. 4.

It is legal for video to be viewed behind the driver for your friends or kids to watch movies or play video

games While the vehicle is in motion. 5. It is Very dangerous and illegal in all states (USA) or (Canada)

and All international countries against the law for the driver to have video within view. Please Obey all

safety Laws and Rules. Those are meant for your own safety and specially other. 6 Intended for off road



or bench test use only! Thanks for Understanding.
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